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The mobile photo PC with up to 160 GB 
Features:

 Brilliant 3,7" VGA High Resolution Display (640 x 480 pixels / 280 candela/m2)

 Verify function for data integrity

 Real RAW file decoding of more than 100 RAW formats

and many more professional photo features
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Experience the extreme Difference
JOBO has taken Advanced Professional Photo Features to the EXTREME!
At last there is a portable storage device developed specifically to meet the needs of the pro-
fessional photographer. The JOBO GIGA Vu extreme is the ultimate multi-media, photo copier 
and image viewing system. This high-quality digital album with hard drive storage offers a 
built-in memory card slot for CompactFlash and MicroDrive. A SD/SDHC adapter is included, 
while all other memory card types are fully supported with an optional adapter. The JOBO 
GIGA extreme was designed for digital camera users that want the most advanced digital stor-
age and display features. It offers optimized professional photo functions including real RAW 
file decoding, super Hi-Speed downloading of files to and from your computer, and razor sharp 
image viewing capability. With vast storage options up to 160 GB, this unique, compact, 
one-of-a kind digital accessory is a must have for serious minded photographers. Instantly 
free up precious space on your memory card. When you are on location or traveling, this 
digital camera companion is ideal as a permanent secure storage system for your professional 
pictures. The JOBO GIGA Vu extreme is the choice of professionals that want the very best. 

View Brilliant Colors with Enhanced Detail
The JOBO GIGA Vu extreme features a big 3.7" Color TFT display allowing you to instantly view your digital pictures with power zoom. 
Enjoy your photos in bright brilliant color and vivid detail. In addition, this exclusive digital player offers TV-out for showing and 
controlling pictures directly on a television. When used as a media player, music files can be played on the JOBO GIGA Vu extreme with 
video and sound. Copy, store, view, print and present your photos easily and without a PC. You can even create an incremental 
back-up by utilizing the OTG feature to connect the JOBO GIGA Vu extreme to other stand-alone USB external hard drives such as our 
popular Giga one.

Special Photo Features
The JOBO GIGA Vu extreme offers real RAW File Decoding indicating not only the JPEGs of a digital photo, but actually displaying the 
real and true RAW data. And with its power zoom feature, a photo pixel can be indicated perfectly as a screen pixel. When sharing 
your photos with family and friends, adding background music or creating a stunningly vivid slideshow is fast and simple. GIGA Vu 
extreme also offers a confirming Verify-Function, Dust Detection, Pict-Bridge Printing and a J.D. Loupe zoom feature for viewing 
even the most precise image details. 

Designed to support the JOBO photoGPS
In addition, the JOBO GIGA Vu extreme is uniquely designed to store GPS location data as it interacts with the revolutionary JOBO pho-
toGPS device (purchased separately). Image data from a memory card can be stored on the unit’s hard drive along with the associated 
GPS data captured by the JOBO photoGPS for each photo taken. Subsequently, the process of organizing pictures and corresponding 
GPS data on the computer is greatly simplified. This innovative portable hard drive GPS feature is invaluable to every digital photogra-
pher needing to quickly and easily retrieve as well as organize a high volume of digital images. 
 

Specifications
80 - 160 GB hard disk storage capacity options
3,7“ Color TFT VGA (640 x 480 pixel)
Adjustable brightness 280 candela/m²
Built-in Card slot for CF I/II, MicroDrive, SD/SDHC 
adapter included
Removable Li-Ion-Battery
WiFi/WLAN compatible (optional CF-card required)
FTP server functionality
USB 2.0 (high-speed), USB 2.0 OTG
Dimensions: 145 x 107 x 38 mm
Weight: 420 g

Multimedia Features
MP3-Player
Built-in Speaker
Earphones
Music Play during slide shows
Video Support: MPEG 1, 2, 4 

Advanced Photo Features
Verify-Function
RAW Format Decoding for all popular camera brands
JD-Loupe
Incremental Back-Up
Dust-Detector 
Direct connection to all PictBridge compatible printers
Exif Data Display
Download speed 44x
Video-out (NTSC & PAL)
Slideshow Capability
Thumbnail-Mode with 12 thumbs
Power-Zoom (Pixel per Pixel)
Channel view RGB & B/W
Histogram
File Management & Organization
Firmware Upgrade via Internet
Displays hard disk/battery status 
Owner information including Copyright Data

Accessories Included in the Box
USB 2.0 Connection Cable
Audio/Video Cables
Remote Control Unit (for TV-Out feature)
A/C Charger/Power Cord
SD/SCHC to CF Adapter
Earphones
OTG Connector
Instruction Manual
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